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Abstract
The Faroe lslands have no indigenous forest trees. Since the beginning of this century small plantations

have been established. Pinus contorta is a dominant species in these plantations. The provenances

used were probably of south coastal origins, i.e. coastal Washington.
The data recorded in this study are from a plantation approximately 1.5 ha in size and located at the

vif lage of Selatrad. Pinus contorta is the dominant species, followed by Sorbus intermedia. The living
trees were call ipered at breast height as well as measurements of tree height and diameter at stump
height were taken. All visible stumps were call ipered.

From the calculations, forest inventory figures are presented. The results are discussed in relation to
recent l iterature about this species when used in afforestation on similar areas in the North Atlantic.
Present knowledge about provenance recommendations for this species in maritime climates is
discussed.

Ti6ndur G. Leivsson, Forestrv Service of the Faroe Islands. P.O. Box 1174. FR-110 T6rshavn, Faroe
Is lands.

Introduction

No natural forest vegetation exists in the Faroes except from scattered occurrence,

mainly in steep crags, of common juniper (Juniperus communis L.) and some dwarf

willows (Salix phylicifolia L., S. glauca L.). Tiees are absent (Hansen 1966,

J6hansen 1985a).
For the last 200 years we know that people have been interested in growing trees

on these islands, mainly for shelter and ornamental purposes, however, unti l a

hundred years ago with l itt le success. Since the 1880's, people, especially in the city

of T6rshavn, have shown an increasing interest in this subject. They tried to

structure their effort, and obtained an area for afforestation experiments. In the
beginning of this century they also received guidance from Danish foresters (J6han-

sen 1985b).
From the general description of fairly successful tree species growing in the

Faroese gardens at the beginning of this century, the professionals i.e. mainly the
forest officer C. E. Flensborg from Det danske Hedeselskab (The Danish Heath

Society) accentuated as promising what is today known as Sorbus intermedia
(Ehrh.) Pers. , Sorbus aria (L.) Crantz, Sorbus americanc Marsh. , Betula pubescens
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Ehrh., Acer pseudoplatanus L., different Salix spp., Pinus mugo Turra, Pinus

contorta Dougl. , Picea glauca (Moench) Voss, Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr. and
Abies alba MilL (Flensborg 1903, 1914, 1924). This is also in accordance with the
recommendations from the Danish botanist Mr. F. Borgesen who carried out
botanical investigations in the Faroe Islands around the beginning of this century
(BOrgesen 1903). According to Flensborg (1.c.) Pinus contorta was first planted in
the Faroe Islands in l9I7 . The young trees were planted in preparated furrows and
at a narrow spacing (which most likely means about 10 000 plants per ha).

We do not know which seed sources of the different species they used for these
early plantations in the Faroes, but probably local Danish and later also to some
extent Icelandic (birch) and West Norwegian ones (Norway spruce and Scots pine).

White spruce seed sources might have been eastern North American, and Sitka
spruce and Shore pine from the southern part of coastal Northwest America. The
seed may also have been from European plantations originated from such sources.
For this article it is the origin of the Shore pine which is of particular interest. With
the present knowledge of phenotypic variation within the natural distributional
area of Pinus contorta, one can quite certainly determine all the older Shore pine
growing in the Faroes to be of south coastal origin i.e. coastal Washington and
Oregon. Among others, this was the conclusion from an excursion to the Faroese
plantations arranged 7982 by the Nordic Arboretum Committee. Today such ori-
gins are not recommended as seed sources for use in high latitude Scandinavian
forestry.

The particular plantation which is the basis of this article is situated near the
vil lage of Selatrad on the island of Eysturoy. Figure 5.1 shows the location, and
Figure 5.2 gives a view of the plantation. Total area is 1.5 ha and the elevation is
some forty meters above sea level. The exposition is SW-facing.

The soil is rather typical for the lowlands, Podsols with a relatively thick organic
horizon and Organic Soils. The soil is rather shallow and the solum often 1 m in
depth.

The nearest meteorological station is Hoyvfk (now in the city of T6rshavn) about
17 kilometers' distance from this plantation. Table 1 shows some characteristic
climate data. The most striking characteristics are the low temperatures in the
growing season, the rather long duration of this period, and the very mild winter
temperatures. Also the small amount of hours with sunshine and the fairly high
exposure to wind should be noticed. Leivsson (1985) carried out some experiments
with exposure flags (tatter-flags) in the Faroe Islands at alt itudes from about 40 to
300 m a.s.l. These results indicate exposure rates in the lowlands well below what is
today known in Scotland as the l imit for commercial afforestation, i.e. 13 cm2 per
day.

The area was in 1913 handed over from a local peasant for tree-planting pur-
poses. Up to then it had been sheep pasture. Det danske Hedeselskab conducted
the establishment of this plantation, but we do not know the exact history with

respect to tree species and origins used at f irst, methods of cultivation etc.
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5.1. Fqroyakort, har T6rshavn og Selatrad eru avmerkt.
Map of the Faroe Islands indicating the capital Tdrshavn and the village of Selatrad.
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5.2. Vidarlundin d Selatrad.
The plantation at the village of Selatrad. (Photo T. Leivsson, Apr. 1986).

Today, this plantation as a whole should be characterized as a Shore pine
dominated stand.

It seems like tall bare root plants (212 size or older) have been recommended
from the beginning. As well as planting in furrows, they also planted in thoroughly
cultivated pits, each approximately 0.15 m2. There is no knowledge regarding the
use of fertilizers, neither during the planting operation nor later to the young
stands. The importance of weeding in the young stands was emphasized. Thinning
operations are mentioned (Flensborg 1947) but no records are available. Some
fifteen years ago thinning operations were also performed in this plantation but no
records are available here either. Also some trees have blown down from wind
gales during this period, but the space left open has been replanted with e.g. Thuja
plicata D. Don, Tsuga heterophylla (Raf .) Sarg. , Abies procera Rehd. , A. grandis
Lindl. , Chamaecyparis lawsoniana (Murr.) Parlatore, Cryptomeria japonica (L.f.)
Don and Nothofagus betuloides (Mirb.) Oerst. (pers. comm. from Leivur Hansen).

Although the forest vegetation is young on the islands, there are some reports on
insects harmful to the trees. In some years the broad-leaved trees suffer badly from
larvae defoliation. According to Koponen (1985a) this is mainly due to the geo-
metrid moth Operophtera brumata (L.). Also the firs, especially the Abies nord-
manniana (Stev.) Spach suffer from the sapsucking Dreyfusia sp.. An important
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Thble 1. Climatic data from the station Hoyvik for the normal period 193140 (Lysgaard 1969).

Jan. Febr. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Annual

T e m p . ' C
- avg.  min.  0.9
-  mean temp. 3.9
-  avg.  max.  6.2

Number of days with
frost (T. min. <0)

3 .2  5 .0  7  . 5  10 .1  9 .3
5 . 4  t . 3  9 . 2  1 1 . 0  1 1 . 1
6.9 8 .8  11. r  12.1  12.4

8 .1  6 .1  3 .9  2 .0  6 .3
10 .0  7  . 9  6 .7  5 .0  7 . r
11 .3  9 .7  7 .8  7 .0  7 .9

1 .1  2 .6  6 .1  40 .8

82 58 22 7 902

t32 tst 156 168 1434

86 83 84 83 84

4 .9  5 .6  - s .8  5 .9  , 5 . I

SW SW SW SW SW
20 20 19 21 18

1 . 6  1 . 2
3 .7  4 .6
6.4 7 .4

-  mean

Hours with suns-
hine
- mean

Precipitation mm
- mean prec.

Rel .  humidi ty %
- mean

Wind velocity m/s
-  mean

Freq.  of  prevai l .
wind direction %
- mean

8 .9 7 . 7  3 . 9  1 . r9 .4

15

149

82

6 .3

SW
19

41 76

136 tl4

82 82

5 .8  5 .5

N:SW S:SW
18  17

113 137 140 109 r02

106 67 74 80 96

82 83 84 86 87

5 . 1  4 . 5  4 . 4  3 . 9  3 . 9

N N:E SW SW SW
18  16  t 6  17  18

defoliator feeding on Shore pine seems to be the tortricid moth Zeiraphera diniana
Guenee, (Koponen 1985b). Although serious, the attacks do not seem to be as
harmful as known e.g. from Britain. Some years Sitka spruce is suffering badly due
to attacks from sapsucking aphides, most likely the Elatobium abietinum Walk
which is known to cause restraining growth to this species e.g. in Scandinavia and
Bri ta in.

Of forest pathology two matters should be dealt with. In some years red and
dried out shoots and needles are observed on the Shore pine. This could be
symptoms of attacks from the fungus Gremmeniella abietina (Lagerb.) Morelet, but
no exact information is available. Second, and more serious, especially for this
plantation, is the attack of the root rot fungus Heterobasidion annosum Bref. on
the Shore pine. The author discovered such attacks in 1980 and sent samples of
sporophorae to the H@rsholm Arboretum, Denmark for confirmation. Since then
even more trees have been kil led from such attacks, and this infection should be
considered as serious. A possible way of infection to the area might have been via
fresh Norway spruce fence poles from Denmark which were used around 1960
(Leivur Hansen, pers. comm.). Figure 5.3 shows a recently kil led Shore pine and
Figure 5.4 shows the sporophorae on a windthrown Shore pine root.

The aim of this article is to throw light on the yield which could be expected from
such a first generation coniferous plantation. Such information is generally consid-
ered as being one of the most important parameters in forestry evaluation. Along
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5.3. Nlliga deyd kontortafura. Helst
hevur hon fingid rdtrotssopp.
Recently killed Shore pine, probably
by attack of the root rot fungus.
(Photo T. Leivsson, Apr. 1986).

with the discussion of the data recorded from this plantation, experiences with this
species from other relevant regions in the North Atlantic will be presented. To-
gether, this might help elucidating a partial answer to the more complex question of
what results can be obtained from further afforestation activity in the Faroe
Islands.

Material and methods

The field work was done ultimo March 1986.
The plan was to calliper the breast height diameter (dbh) of all the trees in this

plantation (dbh > 5 cm) and also to record the diameters of all visible stumps
(diam. > 5 cm). The trees recorded were grouped in genera (Pinus contorta
separate from other Pinus sp.), but the stumps were pooled together in one group.
Because of limited time at disposal and quite varying weather conditions from day
to day, the mensuration covered only a part of the area.

Tiees planted as a "second generation" i.e. replantings for the last fifteen years
or so, were not counted.

Each tree measured received a number and later 47 of these trees, representing
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5.4. Gr1likamid d rdtrotssoppi 6
eini v indfeldari kontortafurur6t.
Sporophorae of the root rot fungus
on a windthrown Shore pine root.
(Photo S. 0dum, Apr. 1986).

the diameter range, were sampled for tree height measurements with a SUUNTO.
It was attempted to let each tree sampled represent an approximately equal basal
area.In addition to the records of height these trees also were callipered at stump
height. Together with the already recorded dbh these data could be used to
estimate a breast height diameter and a tree height for the present stumps, as well
as the heights of the growing trees.

From lack of local yield functions one has to depend on functions for single tree
volume, stock volume, and yield, developed for other but similar species or areas.
Therefore, when planning this work is was decided to carry out the volume
calculations either with the use of the Thriff Thble from Hamilton (1975) (input,
Single Tiee Thriff Chart for Lodgepole pine) or with the use of Volume Functions
for Scots pine from Brantseg (1967, p. 703 no. 4) (inputs, dbh and tree height).

To control the validity of the calculations it was desirable to know how well the
table and the function fitted the trees of this plantation. Theref.ore 7 randomly
sampled windthrown trees were volume measured by sections. The stems were
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measured until top diameter 5 cm, and branches with a diameter of more than 10
cm at the basis were also included.

To determine the age of the stand, plug samples at breast height were taken from
some trees. In addition, annual rings were counted on the stumps of several
recently logged trees.

The mean diameter by basal area was calculated from the equation:

where d : diameter and N : number of trees.
The mean tree heieht was calculated as Lorev's mean height.

Results

Total area of this plantation is 1.55 ha and of these 0.92ha(59 %) are analysed.
A total amount of 1359 living trees are registered per ha, 901 conifers (66 "h) and

458 broad-leaved trees (34 %) per ha, respectively.
The number of conifers are distributed into 673 Pinus contorta (75 %),162 Abies

sp. (18 "/"),52 Larix sp. (6 "h), and14 Picea sp. (1 "/"),, all per ha.
The corresponding records for the broad-leaved trees are 382 Sorbus sp. (83 %),

57 Acer sp. (13 7o), and 19 Betula sp. (4 "/o), all per ha.
Pinus contorta (almost only the var. contorta), makes up 50 '/' of. the total stem

number and Sorbu.r sp. (5. aria and S. intermedia)28 7o, respectively.
Figure 5.5 shows the distribution in diameter respectively for the conifers and the

broad-leaved trees.
The callipering of dbh shows a total basal area at breast height (overbark) of 44

m2 per ha, 39.5 m2 per ha (90 %) for the conifers and 4.5 m2 per ha (10 %) for the
broad-leaved trees, respectively. From this records Pinus contorta represents 34 m2
per ha or 78 "/' of. total basal area.

The diameter corresponding to mean basal area at breast height is 24 cm
(overbark) for the conifers and 11 cm for the broad-leaved trees, respectively.

From the data of the trees measured by heights, dbh and diameter in stump
height, a transformation of the tree heights and the dbh into logarithms has made it
possible to calculate by regressions an equation for the tree heights:

Equation No 1
ln t ree height :  7.28I+0.393 ln dbh 12 :  0 .54

The mean tree height for the conifers in the plantation is from this equation
calculated to be 13.3 m.

> d 2

N
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5.6. Kontortafura i midjuni og
japanskur lerkur longri frammi
(Spren Odum nestur hjd).
Shore pine in the centre and
Japanese larch in the front (flanked
by Spren @dum). (Photo T.
Leivsson, Apr. 1986).

The largest tree registered is a Japanese larch with an actual height of 18.5 m and
a dbh of 45 cm overbark (Fig. 5.6).

The volume measured by sections from the seven Pinus contorta is shown in

Thble 2. The corresponding figures for Lodgepole pine from the Thriff Thble and
from the volume function for Scots pine are also given. The correlation coefficient
between volume measured by sections and volume from the Thriff Thble is 0.73,
while the correlation coefficient between volume measured by sections and the
volume function for Scots pine is 0.91 (**). Because of better agreement to the
volume measured by sections, the volume function for Scots pine is used in the
further work. The volume measured by sections is 13 % heigher than the volume
from the function. This could indicate that the calculations are not too optimistic.

The growing stock derived from the volume function of Brantseg (1.c.), is
estimated to a total of 284 m3 per ha (overbark), 257 m3 per ha (9I %) for the
conifers and 27 m3 per ha (9 "h) for the broad-leaved trees, respectively. In these
total figures Pinus contorta represents 226 m3 per ha or 80 %.

Total number of stumps registered is 815 per ha, and the mean diameter by basal
area is 16 cm (overbark).
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Thble 2. Tree volume of Pinus contorts measured by sections and corresponding figures from a tariff table

of Lodgepole pine (Hamilton 1975) and from a volume function for Scots pine ( Brantseg 1967). All in mt.

Tiee nr. Volume measured by sections Volume from tariff table Volume from Scots pine
function

I
2
a
J

4
5
6
7

0.58736
0.58463
0.99430
0.48471
0.29989
0.57332
0.35342

0.410
0.320
0.400
0.240
0.180
0.390
0.290

0.58847
0.52381
0.70156
0.47531
0.22t58
0.56584
0.3428r

Sum 3.87763 2.2230 3.41938

Similar to equation No 1, calculations have also been made for the relationship
between tree height and stump diameter:

Equation No 2
ln tree height : L720*0.4234In stump diameter 12 :  0 .54

and for the relationship between dbh and stump diameter:

Equation No 3
dbh :  -1.076+0.9001 stump diameter r2 :  0.97

With basis in equation No 3, a mean diameter by basal area at breast height has
been calculated to 13 cm (overbark) for these former trees. Likewise, equation No
2 has made it possible to calculate their mean tree height to 11.3 m. The volume of
this former growing stock is calculated to 69 m3 per ha.

Altogether this implies a total yield of approximately 353 mr per ha.
The registration indicates an age of about fifty years as an average for the trees in

this plantation. Figure 5.7 is a cross section from the base of a Shore pine stem
showing the annual rings. The annual yield (or mean annual increment - m.a.i.)
therefore can be estimated to about 7 m3 per ha per year.

Thble 3 is a summary of the data recorded in this plantation.

Discussion
The plantation investigated was not designed as a scientif ic research plot. There-
fore, this area should be considered as a demonstration plantation. Lack of exact
information upon species used, seed origins, methods of planting and spacing,
ferti l izing, thinnings and by that harvesting of premature volume, are elements
influencing the validity of the results.
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5.7. Tvhrskurdur nidast av einum
buli av kontortafuru, id er vaksin d
Selatrad. Legg til merkis breidu
vi\ingarnar og myrklitta
hjdmavidin. Helst kemst hesin
myrki litur av igerd av r6trotssoppi.
Til samans eru vidingarnar 52 fram
til drid 1985.
Cross section from the base of a
Shore pine stem from the Selatrad
plantation. Note the rather wide
annual rings, and the dark colour in
the sapwood. Probable, this dark
colour is due to attack from the root
rot fungus. Total annual rings are 52
until 1985. (Photo A. Langhammer,
Sept. 1986).

Thble 3. Key values from the registration at the Selatrad plantation 1986.

Total number of trees per ha
- number of conifers per ha
- number of broad-leaved trees per ha
- - Pinus contorta, in part of total
- - Sorbus sp., in part of total

Total basal area in breast hight (m2 per ha, overbark)

50 Y"
2 8 %

8 0 %

1359 tW %
901 66 %
458 34 %

44 l00%
39.5 90 %
4.5 t0 %

L3.3

2U rW%
257 9r %
2 7  9 %

815
t6
69

353
7

- basal area in breast height for the conifers (m2 per ha, overbark)
- basal area in breast height for the broad-leaved trees (m2 per ha, overbark)
- - Pinus contorta, in part of total 7 8 %

Mean diameter by basal area in breast height, the conifers (cm, overbark) 24
Mean diameter by basal area in breast height, the broad-leaved trees (cm,
overbark) 11

Mean tree height (Lorey) for the conifers, m

Total stock volume (m3 per ha, overbar)
- stock volume for the conifers (m3 per ha, overbark)
- stock volume for the broad-leaved trees (m3 per ha, overbar)
- - Pinus contorta, in part of total

Total number of stumps per ha
Mean diameter by basal area (cm, overbark)
Estimated volume from these former trees (m3 per ha, overbark)

Total yielding (m3 per ha, overbark)
Mean annual increment - m.a.i., 50 years (m3 per ha, overbark)
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As for the actual data recorded one should keep in mind that rather few trees are
volume measured by sections. Since one can assume that the volume function for
Scots pine is only fairly well adapted to the Shore pine species and to the Faroese
growth conditions, it would have been desirable to have more trees measured by
sections.

Why there is such a difference between the single tree volumes calculated from
Hamilton (1.t.) and from Brantseg (1...), and why Brantseg's function is of better
agreement with the volume measured by sections, is difficult to explain. However,
the material which was the basis for the work done by Hamilton were presumably
plantations, while Brantseg based his material on naturally regenerated trees.
Therefore, Brantseg's material might have a better representation of trees from
poor sites compared to Hamilton. This would influence the tree height, and the low
tree heights are also the striking feature within the Faroese material. Contradictory
to this, one must remember that the Faroese trees are planted as well as those used
by Hamilton. Also they are of the same species, although maybe from two separate
varieties. So no clear answer can be given to the questions.

Anyhow, the data recorded should be considered as reliable. This is mainly
because of the rather extensive diameter registrations, also including the stumps
fairly well, and the presumably sufficient tree height measurements.

The importance of a good stand climate for tree growth is well accepted. This
small plantation has a high ratio of circumference per area. Also the distance to the
border is very short from any place in the plantation. Certainly the trees have had
diff iculties in building up a good stand climate. Very l ikely, this has influenced the
tree heights in particular.

The fact that this area is rather small also brings in a more general problem,
namely whether the site chosen for the plantation is representative for the variation
in growth conditions in this vil lage area.

Comparing the growth conditions for this particular plantation to those in the
Faroese lowlands in general might be diff icult and would therefore be of a more or
less subjective nature.

The vil lage of Selatrad is sheltered from winds of northerly directions. As a
character of topoclimatology, northern winds often bring a clear sky and sunshine
both in the area of Selatrad and T6rshavn. Being sheltered from the cold winds this
might contribute to a somewhat higher day temperature. Since the prevail ing wind
directions are westerly this might not be of any significant importance. Because of
the relatively high mountains on the other side of the contiguous sound, the
prevail ing winds are often strong and very turbulent. With respect to wind gales
and possible windthrow damages one might therefore expect this plantation to be
rather exposed. On the other hand, this area has not as much pressure from even
wind exposure as the west facing mountainsides on the westborder islands. From
the exposure rates measured by "tatter" f lags (Leivsson 1985), the general impres-
sion is that most of the lowlands are moderately exposed, i.e. the tatter being < 10
cm2 per day. The soil conditions in this plantation should be considered about
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normal for the lowlands, although one can easily find areas more shallow than this.

As mentioned earlier the provenances used are south coastal, probably from

Washington. Nowadays, these southern provenances are neither recommended for

high latitude areas in Scandinavia nor on the severely exposed areas in the north of

Scotland.
Compared to the actual tree hights measured, the calculations tend to under-

estimate the heights of the larger trees. In the next turn this will affect the volume

calculations towards lower figures since the taller trees are contributing relatively

much to a stock volume. Also the volume measurements by sections are 13 %

higher than calculations using the volume function, even though actual tree height

is used. Because of what is mentioned here, one can assume that yield figures

presented from this particular plantation do not tend to show a result as optimistic

as possible.
The Norwegian experiences with Pinus contorta in the west coastal region, in

spite of small scale trials, seem to be rather promising on poor soils and at severe

exposure. Magnesen (7977) emphasizes Shore pine provenances from Alaska for

the outermost and middle areas of the West Norwegian fjords, and only to use the

Lodgepole variety farther away from the coast. He mentions (p. 31) a particular

trial with a Shore pine provenance at the area of Stadt (same latitude as the Faroes)

so severely exposed that no natural Scots pine wil l thrive. This Shore pine stand has

produced a yield equal to site class II (second best) for Scots pine in western

Norway.
In a study of early performance (4 years old trial) of coastal (Alaska) and interior

(British Columbia) provenances of Pinus contorta growing in the Norwegian

county of North Ti6ndelag (64"30'N and a moderately coastal climate), the interior

provenances appeared to be the best for the area considering height growth and

frequency of multistemmed plants (Aitken 1982). This is in agreement with results

from other but more continental climate regions of Scandinavia as reviewed by

Skr6ppa (1982). Magnesen (1.c.) warns against use of interior sources near the

coast, mentioning that several Pinus contorta plantations from interior prove-

nances, when used in the coastal areas, have shown a fall ing off after some 15 to 20

years of promising growth.

In two sample plots of Shore pine in coastal Norway (age 45 and 34) Brekken

(1968) found a m.a. i .  of  respect ively 4.7 and7.3 m3 per ha.

ln Iceland, Pinus contorta provenances from northern coastal areas are pre-

ferred, especially the Skagway provenance (Bjarnason 1978). Benedikz (1982)

presents yield figures from a 2l years old trial (Skagway) near Reykjav(k. The

m . a . i .  i s  2 . 0 1  m ' ]  p e r  h a .

Lines (1966) discusses the features of several different provenances within the

major seed collecting regions of the natural distribution area f.or Pinus contorta.

His recommendations for exposed areas in the north of Scotland are provenances

from the north coastal area, i.e. coastal and intermediate Alaska and Brit ish

Columbia. Dealing with the problem of basal sweep, a considerable problem in
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many plantations on the British Isles, and obviously present in the Faroese planta-

tions, Lines & Booth (1972) emphasize the fact that coastal Alaska and Queen
Charlotte Island provenances rarely suffer from this problem in British plantations.

They also give some examples of m.a.i. from approximately thirty year old planta-

tions of ten different provenances replicated at two different sites, Wykeham
(Yorkshire) and Millbuie (Scotland) respectively. In the Scottish trial m.a.i. varied

from 4.7 to 7.8 m3 per ha, the south coastal yielding highest but most of the Brit ish

Columbia provenances yielding more than 6 m3 per ha.

In a still maritime but milder and less harsh climate, like the Irish climate, the

south coastal provenances seem to be superior in yield,, although problems of basal

sweep are mentioned (O'Driscoll 1980).

Along with the yield figures for volume, dry matter contents and wood quality

should be emphasized. No such measurements were taken in this Faroese planta-

tion but some indications could be obtained from literature. In an approximately

thirty year old provenance trial Henderson & Petty (1972) found the nominal

density in stemwood to be 470 kg per m3 and 390 kg per m3 from a south coastal
provenance and a central interior provenance, respectively. Formation of compres-

sion wood on the other hand was higher in the coastal provenance. They also found

differences in other wood quality characteristics between the provenances but these

differed in both directions.
The yield data from this Faroese plantation, supplemented with the figures of

nominal density (Henderson & Petty Lc.), can be converted into amounts of fuel.
According to Dickens et al. (1983) , '7 m' of solid wood is equivalent to approxi-
mately 1.3 tons of oil equivalents - toe, or to I+-I5 MWh.

Whether a Sitka spruce plantation would have yielded more can only become
speculations. The general view from the afforestation literature seems to be, that
on fairly good soils the Sitka spruce yields considerably more even on quite
exposed sites. Although no measurements on the Sitka spruce in particular have
been done on the Faroes, there are indications that Sitka spruce of Alaskan
provenances can thrive rather well, except from the cycling attacks of the Elato-
bium aphis.

Although the Faroe Islands have no indigenous forest, scattered plantations
established in this century have shown that forest trees can thrive in this harsh and
maritime climate. The plantations have only been on a small scale and no older
trials with a scientific design exist. Therefore, the data obtained in this study are of
a certain limitation and should not be used separately as a basis for an evaluation of
the prospects from an afforestational programme.

There is a lack of information about the seed origins used in the older Shore pine

plantations on the Faroes. However from their appearance these trees certainly

could be characterized as south coastal provenances, most likely from Washington.
The yield figures recorded from this particular plantation on the Faroe Islands

agree with results from this species on other but similar areas in the North Atlantic.

From literature, good evidence is found that at high latitudes like the Faroes,
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Vidarlundin i Gundadali.
The plantation in Gundadalur, T1rshavn. Photo T. Leivsson, 1988.

Vidarbular rtr vidarlundini i Gundadsli.
Woodpile from the plantation in Gundadalur. Photo T. Leivsson, 1988.



Utsini yvir Havnina
vestureftir av takinum d
Hotel Hafnia.
View of T6rshavn from
the roof of Hotel Hafnia
towards west. Photo S.
Odum. June 1986.

Utsitni yvir Havnina
nordureftir av takinum d
Hotel Hafnia.
Vidarlundin i Gundadali
srest eisini.
View of Tdrshavn
northwards from the roof
of Hotel Hafnia. The
plantation in Gundadalur
is seen in the
background. Photo S.
Odum. June 1986.



provenances from the northern part of the natural distribution area do have better
stem form than do these southern ones. Also, the northernmost provenances seem
to have less damages from windthrowing, heavy snow ect. compared to the south-
ern. On the other hand', these northernmost provenances to some extent show a
decline in volume production.

Whether or not other species, e.g. the Sitka spruce, might show a better growth
and higher yield under the Faroese conditions compared to the Pinus contorta,has
not been investigated.

Although this article does not discuss the uti l ization of forest products, there
should be no doubt about the value the yield recorded might represent to a farmers
income, both in their own, and more interesting in combination with other tradi-
tional agricultural activit ies.
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Foroyskt frtak
Upprunaliga vaksa eingi sk6gartr0 f F@royum. Sidan s(dsta aldam6ti6 hava smdar
vidarlundir verid gr5dursettar kring landid. Pinus contorta er eitt tad tydningar-
mesta slagid i viOarlundunum. Upprunin at hesum troum er 6ivad frre, i0 er
innsavnad 6 vesturstrondini 5 Nordur-Amerika, f rikinum Washington.

Tilfarid f hesum rit i er savnad f vidarlundini 6 Selatrad. Hon er um h6lvan annan
hektara f vfdd. Pinus contorta er tydningarmesta slagid i vidarlundini, sfdani kemur
slektin Sorbus sp. AI tey livandi troini v6ru tvbrm6tab f bringuhredd, n6kur v6ru
haeddarmdtad og bulurin tv6rm6tadur nidri vi6 svordin. Allar trer sj6nligu kl6tur-
nar v6ru somuleidis tv6rmdtadar.
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Sk6garfroOilig tol fyri v@kstur o.s.fr. eru ftroknad. Urslitini eru umrodd i mun til
h6skandi sk6garfrodiligar b6kmentir um hetta trrslagid, har ta6 er nytt til gr6dur-

seting 6 Okjum vid Nordur-Atlantshavid, og har vakstrarlikindini eru 6t0k teimum
foroysku. Somulei6is er umr@tt, hvadani besta fraid av hesum trre frest til fOroysk

916drarlikindi.
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